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The empirical study of factors that influence learning in the college 
classroom has interested both instructors and educational researchers for 
many years . From the voluminous body of research this interest has prompted 
(see Lavin, 1965), recognition of the importance of several factors has 
emerged. The most obvious influence upon student achievement certainly 
must be that of ability or intelligence. Intellectual ability alone, how­
ever, bas �een found to account for only a portion of the variability in 
academic achievement. 
In attempting to account for the remaining variance, researchers have 
turned their attention to a number of noncognitive factors, including study 
habits, test anxiety, personality, and motiva:ion. Of these, the one most 
clearly requiring closer attention and examination would seem to be that 
of student motivation. Although student motivation in the classroom has 
been construed in many different ways and in terms of many different mo­
tives and motivational systems, one of the major constructs examined has 
been that of need for achievement. Need for achievement has been defined 
as a person's concern over competition with some standard of excellence 
and has been measured by procedures developed by McClelland and Atkinson 
and their associates (McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell, 1953; 
Atkinson, 1958). Unfortunately , the general conclusion to much of this 
work has been that achievement motivation is only of limited value in pre­
dicting student learning. 
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Largely for this reason, Eison (1981) offered an alternative perspec­
tive on motivation in the college classroom that specifically ackno�ledged 
differences in student attitudes towards the experience of classroom learn­
ing. He proposed that a student's academic behavior was often significant­
ly influenced by one of t�o possible orientations toward the classroom 
situation which were te�ed learning orientation and grade orientation. 
The phrase, learning orientation--tO--was used to describe the predominant 
attitude held by those students who approach the college experience as an 
opportunity to acquire knowledge and to obtain educational and personal 
enlightenment. Grade orientation--GO--was defined as describing an atti­
tude held by other students who vie� obtaining a good course grade, in and 
of itself, a valid reason for their being and doing in college. 
Using a rational-intuitive approach to test construction, Eison de­
veloped a brief paper and pencil test, LOGO, to assess these d�ffering 
orientations. In rwo separate papers (Eison, 1981; 1982) evidence was 
presented demonstrating that LOGO (a) discriminated among students, (b) 
was statistically reliable (both in terms of internal consistency and tem­
poral stability), and (c) was valid when evaluated against a number of be­
havioral criteria. In addition, two independent studies compared three 
different student groups defined by LOGO (i.e., grade-, mixed-, and learn­
ing-oriented) on a number of dimensions identified by previous researchers 
as exerting significant influences upon academic achievement. 
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Among other results, Eison (1982) found significant differences among 
these groups ·on measures of personality (measured by the 16 PF, Cattell, 
1967), general ability (measured by the ACT exam), study habits (measured 
by the SSHA, Brown and Holtzman, 1967), test anxiety (measured by the AAT, 
Alpert and Haber, 1960), and a specially prepared course and instructor 
evaluation form. As a group, learning-oriented students were found to be 
more emotionally stable, trusting, imaginative, forthright, self-sufficient 
and relaxed than their grade-oriented counterparts. In addition, learning­
oriented students scored significantly higher on: (a) the ACT exami�ation, 
(b) seven of the SSHA subscales, (c) an achievement motivation scale, and 
(d) the facilitating test anxiety scale of the AA!. teaming-oriented stu­
dents also reported less debilitating test anxiety. Significantly greater 
degrees of satisfaction and pleasure with several aspects of the course 
and with their instructors were also observed among learning-oriented stu­
dents. 
Despite these generally positive finding, the original tOGO scale seemed 
to have a number of minor statistical-procedural problems and a possibly 
more severe conceptual difficulty. Perhaps the major statistical problem 
concerned the number and nature of items designed to assess the LO and GO 
styles of college students. The original scale (See Appendix I) contained 
only 20 items; 10 items that LO students might be expected to agree with 
and 10 with which they might be expected to disagree.  As such, LOGO used 
an agree-disagree item format which yielded dichotomous responses and did 
not allow for differing levels of agreement or disagreement. Perhaps more 
critically, all items were essentially of the form: I like (dislike) . . . , 
or I feel (think) that • • • •  In·short, these items identified student 
attitudes without attempting to identify criterial behaviors that might 
also serve to differentiate the tO from the GO student. 
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The most critical conceptual problem with the original LOGO scale was 
whether LO and GO should be considered as opposite ends of the same contin­
uum (the original position implicity endorsed by tOGO) or if these atti­
tudes represent two different and potentially independent attitudes a stu­
dent might hold toward the college experience .  What this means in terms 
of thinking about flesh and blood students comes down to a question of 
whether or not it would be possible for a student to be high (low) on both 
learning and grade orientations. A little reflection suggests this as a 
distinct possibility (consider, for example the competitive attitudes of 
many pre-med students toward grades) thereby leading to the suggestion that 
LO and GO items ought to be presented in separate questions and not only as 
agree/disagree choices to the same question. Under this type of approach, 
it would be possible to describe four different categories of student types 
defined by the cross of high and low endorsements of both tO and GO state­
ments. This procedure would also allow for a more precise description of 
the student having a mixed orientation. 
DEVELOPM� OF LOGO-II 
With these as major considerations, a new pool of 60 items was developed 
to tap the learning and grade orientations of college students. Of these 
items, 30 were specifically concerned with attitudes (e.g ., I dislike extra 
assignments that are not graded), while 30 were concerned with directly re-
s 
portable behavior (e.g., I browse in the library even when not working on 
a specific assignment). Thirty of these items, (15 attitude and 15 behavior) 
were so phrased as to tap attitudes and behaviors potentially descriptive 
of LO students while the remaining 30 were so phrased as to tap attitudes 
and behaviors potentially characteristic of GO students. All statements 
were accOitpanied by a 1-5 rating scale with endpoints defined as "strongly 
disagree" and "strongly agree" for attitude items and "never" and "always" 
for behavior items. 
The next step involved administering this 60 item test to 228 students 
enrolled in Introductory Psychology classes at University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville (N•l76) and at Roane State Community College (N•52). Responses 
produced by these students to each question were intercorrelated thereby 
producing a matrix of correlations for all 60 questions. The matrix was 
then factor-analyzed,using the principal components method, and rotated to 
simple structure on the basis of a varimax procedure. 
Results of this L�it;�l analysis were next used as a guide to select the 
final set of 32 items comprising LOGO-II. These questions are contained 
in Table 1 (See next page). As can be seen, Part I of LOGO-II concerns aca­
demic attitudes whereas Part II concerns observable behaviors. Within this 
table items in Part I are organized into 2 sets of 8 questions each, with 
the first set consisting of LO attitude statements and with the second con­
sisting of GO attitude statements. Items in Part II also are organized into 
two sets of 8 each, with the first set consisting of to behaviors and the 
second consisting of GO behaviors. For classroom use, items within each 
part were randomly ordered so as to avoid asking all questions of the same 
Table 1 
LOGO II QCESTIONS USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
Part 1 
Directions: Below is a aeries of statements taken from interviews with 
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a large number of colleae students concerning their reactions 
to various courses, instructors, and classroom policies. 
Please read each statement carefully, and indicate how strong­
ly you agree or disagree with each item using the following 
scale: 
1) strongly disagree 
2) disagree 
3) neither disagree nor agree 
4) agree 
5) agree strongly 
Indicate your response with a nice dark mark on the machine 
acoreable answer sheet. Also please print your name on the 
top of the machine scoreable answer key. 
1. Easy classes that are not pertinent to my educational goals generally 
bore me. 
2. I get annoyed when lectures or class presentations are only rehashes 
of ·easy reading assignments. 
3. I enjoy classes in which the instructor attempts to relate material to 
concerns beyond the classroom. 
4. I appreciate the instructor who provides honest and detailed evaluation 
of my work though such evaluation is sometimes unpleasant. 
S. I am more concerned about seeing which questions I missed than I am 
with finding out my test grade. 
6. I find the process of learning new material fun. 
1. A teacher's comments on an essay test mean more to me than my �ctual 
test score. 
8. I prefer to write a term paper on interesting material than to take a 
test on the same general topic. 
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9. I dislike courses in which a lot of material is presented in class, or 
in readings, that does not appear on exams. 
10. I do not find studying at home to be interesting or pleasant. 
11. I ns tructors expect too much out-of-cla ss reading and atudy by students. 
12. I think that without regularly acheduled exama I would. not learn and 
remember very much. 
13. Written assignmen t s (i.e., homework, projects, etc.) that are not graded 
are a waste of a student's time. 
14. I think it is unfair to test students on material not covered in class 
lectures and discussions, even if it is in reading assignments. 
15. I dis like courses which require ungraded out-of -c las s activities. 
16. I think grades provide me a good goal to work toward. 
Part II 
Directions: P lease read each of the following statements. Indicate how fre­
quently your behavior coincides with the action described using 






17. I stay after interesting classes to discuss material with the instructors. 
18. I participate in out-of-class activities even when extra-credit is not 
given. 
19. I try to keep all my old textbooks because I like going back through 
them after the class is over. 
20. I do optional reading tha t my instructors suggest even though I know 
it won't affect my grade. 
21. I browse in the library even when not working on a specific assignment. 
22. I discuss interesting material that I've learned in class with my 
"friends or family. 
23. I try to make time for' outside reading despite the demands of my 
coursework. 
24. I buy books for courses other t han those I am actually taking. 
25. I cut classes when confident that lecture material will not be on an 
exam. 
26. I get irritated by students who ask questions that go beyond what we 
need t=> know for exams. 
27. I will withdraw from an interesting class rather than risk getting a 
poor grade. 
a 
28. I try to find out how easy or hard an instructor grades before signing 
up for a course. 
29. When looking at a syllabus on the first day of class, I turn to the 
section on tests and grades first . 
30. I'm tempted to c heat on exams when I'm confident I won' t get caught. 
31. I borrow old term papers or speeches from my friends to meet class re­
quirements. 
32. I try to get old tests when I think the instructor will use the same 
question again. 
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type at the aame time. An example of one of the orders actually used is 
presented in Appendix II. 
Reliability estima tes derived from this initial set of data were also 
computed using Cronbach's alpha coefficient as the statistic of interest 
for each scale. Results indicated that all 16 it ems of the LO scale pro­
duced a value of .76 whereas the 8 LO attitude statements produced a value 
of .52, and the 8 LO behavior statements produced a value of .76. Comparable 
values were .73 for the total 16 item GO scale, .62 for the 8 GO attitude 
items, and .73 for 8 GO behavior items. 
Following this evaluation of item reliability, inter-item correlations 
were next computed between all pairs of the total pool of 32 items. These 
correlations are presented in Appendix III in the form of four different 
matrices: Table 1 presents intercorrelations between LO attitudes and LO 
behaviors, Table 2 presents intercorrelations between GO attitudes and GO. 
behaviors, Table 3 presents intercorrelations between LO and GO attitudes, 
whereas !able 4 presents intercorrelations between LO and GO behaviors. 
!o relate these results somewhat more closely to issues concerning 
learning and grade oriented students, a second principle components factor 
analysis, rotated to simple structure on the basis of a Varimax procedure, 
was performed across the complete set of 496 correlations. Results of this 
analysis are presented in Table 2 (See next page) . As can be seen, the 
data are described best by a 9 factor solution and the task now becomes 
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The most obvious aspect to Factor I is that items 1-8 and 17-24 all 
show positive factor loadings whereas items 9-16 and 25-32 all show small, 
essentially insignificant, negative factor loadings. Of the 16 positive 
loadings, it seems quite clear that all 8 questions produ cing a value of 
• 44 or greater involve items con cernin& LO behaviors. The one remaining, 
relatively high, factor loading concerns LO attitude statement number 6: 
"I find the process of learning new material fun". On the basis of this 
pattern of results it seemed reasonable to label Factor I as Learning­
Oriented Behaviors. 
Factor II also yielded a clearcut pattern. An examination of items 
producing high loadings (!, >. 30) on this factor reveals that all 8 concerned 
GO behaviors. As was true in the case of Factor I, Factor II was defined 
by an extremely clear pattern with the name suggested by this pattern that 
of Grade-Oriented Behaviors. 
An examination of items loading on Factor III indicates that the highest 
loadings (� >. 60) consisted of the following questions: 
Q l5 I dislike courses which require ungraded out of class activitie s; 
Q l3 Written assignments (i.e. homework, project, etc.) that are not 
graded are a waste of student's time. 
!n addition to these two items the following set also produced moderate 
loadings (� >.25): 
Q 11 Instructors expect too much out-of-class reading and study by 
students. 
Q 14 I think it is unfair to test students on material not covered L� 
class even if it is in the reading assignments. 
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Taking all of these items into consideration suggested that this factor con­
cerned one component of a more general GO attitude which focuses around the 
issue of ungraded, .out of class work. For this reason, Factor III was 
called Disvaluation of Non-graded Aaaignmenta. 
Factor IV was defined by positive loading (� >.37) for the following 
questions : 
Q 3 I enjoy classes in which the instructor attempts to relate material 
to concerns beyond the classroom. 
Q 4 I appreciate the instructor who produces honest aod detailed eval­
uation of my work though such evaluation is sometimes unpleasant. 
Q 6 I find the process of learning new material fun. 
The attitudes expressed by these questions would seem to contain two parts; 
one expressed by items 3 and 4 which indicate a sincere valuation of the 
role of the instructor and a second relating more specifically to 
item 6. As may be remembered, this item also loaded strongly a Factor I 
and seems to represent a reasonably general positive attitude toward learn­
ing that cuts across at least two of the major LO factors . On the basis of 
this pattern of loadings, Factor IV was interpreted more narrowly as ex­
pressing a Positive Valuation of Feedback. 
Factor V seems a less cohesive factor than those considered previously 
and consists primarily of Question 1 1  (Instructors expect too much out-of­
class reading and study by student.s) and to lesser extent of items 14 (I 
think it is unfair to test students on material not covered in class • • •  , 
even if it is in the reading assignments) and 26 (I get irritated by students 
who ask questi ons that go beyond what we need to know for exams) . This latter 
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item, which also is part of Factor II, concerns being irritated at class­
room questions that go beyond what "we need to know for exams." As such, 
it relates quite well with Question 14 and, through this item, to Item 11. 
On this basis it aeems reasonable to propoae that Factor V represents Re­
aentment Toward Nan-tested Information; an attitude component characteristic 
of the more general GO attitude pattern. 
Factor VI is clearly defined by items 1 and 2: 
Q 1 Easy classes that are not pertinent to my educational goals 
generally bore me. 
Q 2 I get annoyed when lectures or class presentations are only 
rehashes of easy reading assignments. 
The factor, which forms part of the LO attitude pattern, seems best described 
as a negative evaluation of classes presenting non-pertinent material even if 
such material is easy to understand. This factor suggeata that one criterion 
for the LO attitude is relevance (and not simplicity) and for this reason 
Factor VI was defined as Irritation at Irrelevance. 
Factor VII, like many of the preceding factors, is a quite clear one 
consisting primarily of items 5 and 7. 
Q 5 I am more concerned about seeing which questions I missed than 
I am in finding out my test grade. 
Q 7 A teacher's comments on an essay test mean more to me than my 
actual test score. 
This factor suggests a concern for, and with, feedback on examinations and 
again seems clearly part of a learning-orientation to classroom learning and 
testing. The specific wording of these items suggests that Factor VII be de­
fined as Relative De-emphasis of Grades Relative to Feedback. 
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Factor VIII, which is the last of the GO attitude factors, was· clearly 
defined by positive loadings for items 12 and 16: 
Q 12 I think that without regularly scheduled exams I would not learn 
and remember very much. 
Q 16 I think grades provide me with a good goal to work towards. 
As can be seen the role of grades, as incentives for learning, is clearly 
stressed by these items and for this reason it seems reasonable to name this 
cluster as a Grade Incentive factor. Although it is possible to expect 
items 5 and 7, which defined Factor VII (the feedback factor), to be nega­
tively related to the presect factor, this was not the case suggesting 
these are independent attitude components not necessarily experienced as 
opposite to one another as, perhaps, apriori logical analysis might predict. 
Factor IX, which is the last of the LO factors, was defined by ieem 8 
which suggests a preference "for term papers over tests". Although the 
preference is clear, the meaning of this factor is not. From present data 
it is imposs ible to decide if the major component is avoidance of testing 
or appreciation of greater involvement with a given topic. Although our 
conceptualization of the LO student would suggest the latter alternative, 
the data do not allow for an unequivocal decision. Further support for this 
conclusion, however_, may be derived from earlier work on LOGO (Eison, 1982) 
where the LO student seemed to have lower test anxiety than the GO student. 
Whatever the reason(s), LO students prefer term papers to examinations. 
Summary of LOGO-II Factors 
Results of the present factor analysis of LOGO-II were quite clear in 
revealing that LO and GO behaviors form stable and mutually exclusive groupings. 
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Although it is difficult to decide if these behaviors represent polarities 
of the same dimension, it is easy to decide that they represent non-overlap.­
ping sets of college student behaviors in regard to learning, testing and 
grading. 
The case of LO and GO attitudes is a bit aore complex. Present results 
suggest four separate components to the LO attitude pattern and three sepa­
rate components to the GO attitude pattern. Of the 16 questions comprising 
the attitude portion of LOGO-II, only two items, numbers 9 and 10, did 
n_ot load unequivocally on any specific factor. Item 9 (I dislike courses 
in which a lot of material is presented in class • • •  that does not appear on 
exams) would seem to belong most clearly with Factor V and, indeed, a re­
examination of results presented in Table 2 reveals that it did have its 
major positive loading on this factor. This situation is somewhat different 
for item 10 (I do not find studying at home to be interesting or pleasant) 
which did not load positively on any of the LO or. GO factors. In fact, 
its major value involved a negative loading on Factor I perhaps suggesting 
that studying at home, while not defining any specific behavior pattern, is 
opposite to the LO pattern. 
The major attitudes components of LO, as revealed by Factors IV, VI, 
VII and VIII would seem to be best described as follows: positive regard 
for instructors; negative regard for easy, but irrelevant, material; posi­
tive feelings for feedback over evaluative grading; and a preference for 
term papers over examinations. Perhaps the best summary of this attitude 
is given by item 6: "I find the process of learning new material fun. " 
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The major attitude component of GO would seem to be well defined by 
3 differen t clus ters; those involving Factors III. V and VII. As may be 
remembered these components were described as a general disvaluation of 
ungraded assignments; a tendency to resent material not covered in class 
and to be annoyed at tests coverin& such material; and a tendency to view 
grades as the basic reason for learning. Perhaps the best summary of this 
attitud e  is given by item 13: "Written assignments that are not graded are 
a was te of time." 
ImPlications and Future Directions 
A. Individual Difference Analysis 
One of the major reasons for undertaking a revision of LOGO was to de­
termine if learning and grade orientations represent opposite ends of the 
same dimension or if they are better considered as separate atti tude cate­
gories. Results of the present analysis suggest tha t while there is some 
degree of inverse relationship between learning and grade orientations. i t  
is n o t  unreasonable t o  consider them as essentially independent categories 
of student attitudes and behaviors. If we take this as a starting point i t  
is possible to produce a typology of students based on the join t categories 
of learning and grade orientation. Under such a system students can pro­
visionally be described as falling into one of the following 4 groups es­
tablished by dividing both LO and GO into a high and low group: high LO/ 
high GO; high LO/low GO; low LO/high GO and low LO/low GO. 
The first of these groups--high LO/high GO--represent a recognizable 
type on most college campuses and is probably best realized as the pre-
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professional •tudent auch as those following .the pre-med or pre-law curricula. 
These students are motivated both to lea rn  � to achieve high grades; the 
former perhaps out of personal interest and avocation; the latter out of 
necessity. 
The second of our major groupings-high LO/low GO-represent• the origi­
nal intuition used for developing LOGO. The central focus of classroom 
attitudes and actions for these students is the pursuit of personal growth 
and educational enrichment. Although grades are viewed as an unavoidable 
part of the classroom experience, they are incidental to understand��& the 
'learner's underlying motivation. In short, grades serve neither as a uniquely 
relevant goal nor as a means to achieving some goal. 
The third major type-low LO/high GO--likewise represents our initial 
intuitions concerning the GO student. These individuals tend to view all 
aspects of the classroom in terms of their effect on a course grade. In­
structional procedures and policies that make getting good grades easier 
are highly valued whereas activities not related to course grades are viewed 
as an inconvenient waste of time and may well be ignored. 
Finally, the fourth major type-low LO/low GO--represents something of 
enigma, although we can possibly recognize such a student as one who is 
g'O.ing to college for a "good" time or to avoid having to "get a job." Under 
this interpretation both LO and GO are irrelevant, and the student's reason 
for being in school must be sought outside the �ontext of either learning 
or grades. 
Given this typology, the next obvious issue to explore is the way these 
four student groups differ on educationally relevant dimensions such as 
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those identified in previous research with the LOGO scale. For this reason, 
an examination of personality traits, study habits, and test anxiety levels 
of each of these student types is presently underway. Other noncognitive 
factors such as locus of control and introversion-extroversion are also in­
cluded in this project as are student grade-point averages as well as their 
evaluations of the incentive values associated with the various grade levels 
of A through F. 
B. Educational Implications and Possibilities 
If these four LOGO categories represent meaningful student types, it 
seems reasonable to wonder how they could (or should) be treated differential­
ly in the college environment. One obvious suggestion would be to make some 
attempt to match LO students with LO instructors and GO students with GO,in­
structors. Although few instructors would ever publically admit to having 
a strong personal GO orientation, it is possible to identify instructors who 
implicitly or explicitly structure and conduct their classes with a clear 
GO focus in mind. For example, such instructors: 
seldom assign non-graded projects 
- use frequent tests, and possibly surprise quizzes, strictly t o  
enforce student reading 
believe that students will not attend class regularly without 
coercion 
post test grades without also reviewing correct answer s 
use elaborate point systems to monitor or reward student work 
While it is impossible at present to predict the extent to which such 
matches (or mismatches) between student and faculty orientations influence 
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student achievement and/or student satisfaction, per1onal anecdotal evidence 
1uggests that the effect could be profound. That this is to be eX?ected ca n 
be summarized easily in terms of the behaviors characterizing b oth the LO and 
CO student. How can we possibly expect a LO student who describes his or her 
behavior to include the following characteristics; I participate in out of 
class assignments even when extra-credit is not given; I do optional reading 
• • •  even though it won't effect my grade; etc., not to be adversely affected 
by a pro:essor who believes that non-graded activities are a waste of time or 
who believes s tudents will not do things unless coerced (or rewarded) by 
the threat (promise) of grades? Similarly how can we possibly expect a GO 
student, wh�se behaviors include the following: I will withdraw from an in­
teresting class rahter than risk getting a poor grade; I get irritated by stu­
dents who ask questions that go beyond what we need t o  know for exams, etc., 
not to be irritated, if not downright upset, by an instructor who frequently 
recommends optional assignments and who feels comfortable (even virtuous) in 
presenting material in class that goes well beyond the scope of his or her 
examinations? While these are interesting possibilities at present, only 
future empirical work will determine the relationship between student and 
instructor attitudes and behaviors in regard to learning and grade orienta­
tions, and this is a task we intend to pursue in the not too distant future. 
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APPENDIX I 
The Ot'i&inal LOGO Seale 
Table l 
The Original LOGO Scale 
(Eison, 1981) 
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INd� (Omit) 
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�> 
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23. I dUo& pada pro-ride me 'llrit.b a pd p]IO'Wil'd which 10 work. (Di.,_) 
rrht rapoa�e� 1n parracbact proYidr tbr �eoriq l.ry for CDIDputlnJ .laanuq-onemauoc 
ICI)ftS. 
APPENDIX II 
Example of LOGO-II Questionnaire 
Naae 
--------�---------------------
S!UD��T �URVEY OF A!IITUDES 
PAAT I 
�irP.ctions: Below is a series of statements t�ken from interviews with a 
large number of colle;e students conc•�ing their reactions to 
various courses, instructors, and classroom policias. Ple�se 
read each statecent carefully, and indicate how ·atronsly you 
a�ree or ci3agrQe �th each item using the following scale: 
l) strongly disagree 
2) disagree 
3) neither disagree nor agree 
4) agree 
5) agree strongly 
lncicate your ras?Qnse with a nica dark �rk on the machine 
scoreaLla �ewer aheet. Also please print your name on the 
top of the machine scoraable answer key. 
1. I enjoy clas�es in which the instructor attampts to relate mat�ri�l to 
concerns beyond the classroom. 
2. I thi:k it is unfair to test atudents on material not covered in cl3ss 
lectures and discuasio�s, even if it is in reading assignments. 
3. I dis like courses which require ungraded out-of-class activities. 
4. I prefer to write a term paper on interesting material th�n to take a 
test o n  the sa�e general topic. 
S. I get annoyed when lectures or class presentations are ouly rehashes of 
easy reading assignments. 
6. Written a�si�ents (i.e., homework, projects, etc.) that are not srad�d 
are a waste of a student's time. 
7. I appreciate the instructor who provides hon�st and detailed eval�ati�n 
of my work though such evaluati�n is sometimes unpleasant. 
�. I think that without regularly scheduled exa=s I would not lea rn  and 
remembar very much. 
9. Instructors expect too much out-of-class reading and study by students. 
10. I fir.d the process of learning new material fun. 
11. I dis lika coura�s in vhich a lot of m4teriAl is pr�scnted in class, or 
in readings. that does not appear on exaca. 
12. Easy cl�ss£s that are not pertinent to my educational go als generally 
bor� �. 
Student Survey • • • Pg. 2 N ... ----------------------------
13. A teacher ' s cocments on an ess:ly tOlst mean more to u::c than my actual 
test score. 
14. I do not find studying at homa to be interesting or pleasant. 
15. I am more concernud about sewing which questions I aiaa�d than I am 
with finding out -r t�•t srade. 
16. I think grades provide me a good goal to work toward. 
PART II 
Directions: Please read �ach of the following statements .  Indicate ho� 
frequently your behavior coincides with the action describad 






17. I do optional reading that my instructors sugg�at even though I know 
it won't affect my grade. 
10. I try to make tim� for outside r�ading despite the demands of my 
coursevork. 
19. I try to g�t old tests when I think th� instructor will us� the same 
questions again. 
20. I will withdraw from an int�resting class rath�r than risk getticg a 
poor grade. 
21. I get irritated by students who ask questions that go beyond what ve 
ne�d to know for exams. 
22. I stay after interesting class�s to discuss material with the instructors . 
23. I discuss interesting material that I've l earned in class with my 
friends or family. 
24. When lookina at a syllab� on the first day of class, I turn to the 
section on tests and grades first. 
25. I participate in out-of-class activities even when extra-credit is 
not given . 
26. I buy bookS for courses other than those I am actually taking. 
27. I �orrow old term papers or speeches from my fri�nGs to meet class 
r�quirementa. 
Nae ---------------------------------
28. I cut classes when confident that lecture m.1terial will not be on an �xam. 
29. I try to keep all my old textbooks �caus� I li�e going back through 
them after the class is over. 
30. I try to find out how �asy or �rd an instructor arades b�fora signins 
up for a cour:ae. 
31. I'm tecpted to chest on exnms when I'm cottfident I "�on' t get caught· 
32. I browse in the library even when not working on a specific assi����n:. 
APPENDIX III 
Computer Printouts of 
Inte rcorrelations Among the Various Components of LOGO-II 
Table 1 tO-Attitudes with tO-Behavio rs 
Table 2 GO-Attitudes with GO-Behaviors 
Table 3 tO-Attitudes with GO-Attitudes 
Table 4 tO-Behaviors with GO-Behaviors 
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